Joseph Eye Hospital

... and God said 'let there be light'
We carry this mission
'To make people see.'
A Humble Beginning
1934
MILESTONES

‘Private’ to ‘Mission’ Hospital (1962)

Outreach started (1966)

Ventured in to Rehabilitation of Blind (1967)

Partnership with CBM (1969)

Commencement of Satellite Hospitals/ Expansion (1975)

Academic programs started (1983)

Infrastructural Enhancement (2000)

Consultancy services initiated (2001)

Redefining Rehabilitation (2003)

Beyond Eye care (2008)
STAGES OF GROWTH

30’s – 50’s  Early Development
60’s – 80’s  Expansion
90’s        Capacity building
2000’s      Excellence in Eye Care
2010s       Leadership for Development
Dr. Joseph Gnanadickam  
1934-1968

Dr. J. Rajasekaran  
1968-1991

Dr. C.A. Nelson Jesudasan  
Since 1991
OUR VISION
To make people see
OUR MISSION
“Improving quality of life of every individual thro’ Comprehensive, Affordable and Sustainable Health programs”
OUR STRATEGY

Developmental Consultancy
Education
Rehabilitation
Cure
Prevention
COVERAGE

Tamil Nadu
Motto
“Go Light the World”

Vision
“To make people see”
CURATIVE SERVICES

“Safe, Professional and Personalized care in a comfortable environment”
REHABILITATION SERVICES

To prevent disability
&
provide
medical, educational & social rehabilitation
towards
integration of people with disabilities
into the community with
fullest possible functional level

INSTITUTE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, JOSEPH EYE HOSPITAL, TIRUCHIRAPPALI, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Institution based
Community based
JOSEPH EYE HOSPITAL

COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY BASED REHABILITATION

MUSIRI
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COMMUNITY BASED

STRATEGIC SHIFT
OF
COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES
FROM
VISUAL DISABILITY
TO
INCLUDE ALL DISABILITIES
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Poverty alleviation

Vocational training & placement
BISHOP DIEHL REHABILITATION CENTRE

TRAINING/VOCATIONAL

- Established in 1967
- Integrated services to mainstream the VI
- Vocational training center for VI in Trichy
  - Re canning
  - Cover & envelope making
  - Letter pad making
  - Surgical eye drape & eye pads
  - Candle
  - Printing
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LOW VISION

Objectives

To provide

- Accessible, affordable services for people with low vision
- Integrating with mainstream community
- Enhancing their residual vision to the fullest potential
JEH - MILESTONES

- Inception 1999
- Expansion of LVS 2000
- Rehabilitation services 2001
- Training 2002
- Outreach 2003
- Multihandicap care 2004
- Networking 2005
- Research 2006
- Vision training 2007
- International consultancy 2008
- Networking with Govt 2009
- International partnership 2010
Sources

OPD
CAMPS
REFERRALS
I.Ed SCHOOLS
BLIND SCHOOLS
SPECIAL SCHOOLS
CBR
GOVT PROGRAMS
SERVICES

- INSTUTION BASED
  - OPD
    - Assessment – clinical & rehab
    - Interventions
    - Referrals
    - Follow up
  - EDUCATION & TRAINING
- OUTREACH
  - Schools – NGO & Govt
    - I Ed Schools
    - Blind schools
    - Special schools
  - Community interaction
NETWORKING

- DDRO GOVT
- CBM
- Spl. Schools for VI
- Spl. Schools for MR
- Spl. Schools For autism
- Schools for HI
- Integrated schools
- CBR
- Rehab. Social worker
- EDUC
- MDLV
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PROGRAMMES

- Outreach camps
- Awareness programmes
- Early intervention
- Vision training
- Placement
- Training
PRIORITY

CHILDREN
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CHILDHOOD BLINDNESS

- Cataract
- Refractive errors & squint
- ROP & retinal conditions
- Glaucoma
- Neuro
- Low vision
- Multidisabled